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Abstract
The non-decreasing functions whicl are star-shaped and supported above at each point
of a non-empty closed proper subset of the real line induce an ordering, on the class of distri-
bution functions with finite first moments, that is strictly weaker than first degree stochastic
dominance and strictly stronger thau second degree stochastic dominance. Several charac-
terizations of this ordering are developed, both joint distribution criteria and those involving
only marginals. Tle latter are deduced from a decomposition theorem, which reduces the
problem to consideration of certai functions which are star-shaped on the complement of
an open interval.
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1. Introduction
In their study of selective risk aversion at a point # fi , Landsberger and Meilijson
[1] introduced the concept of a non-decreasing utility function which is star-shaped and
supported above at this point t. More generally, they also considered non-decreasing utility
functions which exhibit selective risk aversion at each point of an arbitrary non-empty closed
proper subset C of N, i.e., utility functions which are star-shaped and supported above at
each point of this set C. Note that each such class of star-shaped function is contained in the
class of non-decreasing functions, which induces the ordering known as first degree stochastic
dominance on the collection of distribution functions (of probability measures on the Borel
subsets of ). Moreover, each such class of star-shaped functions contains the class of non-
decreasing concave functions, which induces the ordering known as second degree stochastic
dominance on those distribution functions with finite first moments. Consequently, each of
these classes of non-decreasing functions, star-shaped and supported above at each point
of C, induces an ordering on the distribution functions with finite first moments that is
strictly weaker than first degree stochastic dominance but strictly stronger than second
degree stochastic dotninance.
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In this paper we study tlese ordcrigs, giving several necessary and sufficient conditions
for two distribution functions to be so related to each other. We also consider additional
hypotheses under which the necessary and sutficient condition can be simplified, simpler
conditions which arc sulficicttt but tlol necessary for the ordering to hold, special instaccs
when the simpler suIficient condit.ios become necessary, and some examples to show that
certain results cannot be improved.
2. Some Special Classes of Star-shaped Functions and their Properties
Let U be non-decreasing, star-shaped and supported above at a point It .
That is, U(t) U(it) (t u)S(t), where S(t) _> 0 for all , S(t) is non-increasing on
, but (t- It)S(t) is non-decreasing on . Let II be the collection of distribution functions,
of probability measures on the Borel sets of R, with finite first moments.
A. Let v (it, v; C; a,, , 7, 6), where It < < v and 0 < a </3 < 7 < . Let a and b satisfy
,(b- ) + ,(,, b) 3( ),
so thatit <a<f<b<u.
Define
u.(t)
6(t- ,), <.
6(a t,)+ 3(t --), a _< <
6(a it) +/3( a) + "t(t ), <_ < b
6(a-it)+3(-a)+3(b-)+a’(t-b), t>b.
Properties of U,,:
i) U is strictly increasing of , star-shaped and supported above at every point of
(-c,#] U [u,) and at no point of (it, u).
ii) Uo is uniformly continuous 011 }, vith IUo(t)-u.(ta)l <_ 6lt-tl, and Uo(t)/(1 + Itl)
is bounded 011 .
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Notes" if we relax the strict inequality 0 < a and allow a 0, then U is still non-decreasing
on R and retains the other properties. If we allow equality in any of the other strict inequal-
ities o < fl < 7 < ’5, then Uv becomes concave on .
Lemma 1. Let i’ < x < ,, Y G’ C H, and suppose that E(U,,(Y)) <_ U,,(x) for all
v (tt, v;,c,fl, 1) where, ,a,/3,3‘ are rational, p < < , and 0 < a < < 7 < 1.
Then, in fact, E(U(Y)) <_ U.(x) for all v (#, ; x; a,/, 3‘, ’5), where a, , 3‘, ’5 are real and
0 _< a _</3 _< 3’ <- ’5, or equivalently
3‘ [1 G(t)]dt + a. [1 G(t)]dt < ,5 G(t)dt + G(t)dt
for all real a,/3,7,’5 with 0 < a </J < 3‘ < ’5 and a,b chosen to satisfy ’5(a-)+ (x-a)
3‘(z It), 3‘(b- x) + a(t, b) /(t, z). Another one of the many equivalent forms
is (3‘ ) f[1 6’(t)]dt < ( -/) fa_oo G(t)dt + (7 a) f[1 G(t)]dt + #[z E(Y)] for
0 < a </ < 3‘ < ’5 with (’5-/3)(a-it) (3‘-/:t)(x-lt)and (7-a)(b-z) (-a)(t,-z).
Proof:
First note that for any v (it, t,; ,a,, 7,’5), where (/t, t,) and 0 < a < < 3‘ < ’5,
a direct calculation shows that
E(U(Y)) Uo(() 3’ [1 a(t)]dt + [1 G(t)]dt ’5 G(t)dt G(t)dt,
where a,b satisfy ’5(a-lt)+(-a 7(-t), 7(b-)+a(t,-b) (t,-). For emphasis,
write v() (/z, u; ; c, , 3‘, l) and v(z) (/z, t,; z; a, , 7,1) where ,a,,3‘ are rational,
(/t, t,) and 0 < a < < 3‘ < 1. Observe that for fixed a,, 7,’5, with 0 < a < < 3‘ < ’5,
a and b are continuous functions of . Moreover, IUto(x -UtO()I ,< ’5Ix- l 0 as
x. Consequently,
E(Uo()(Y)) Uot)(x) ]i_m[E(Uto(Y)) U.(O()]
]i_mtE(U.(o(Y))- U(o(x)]
_< O,
under our hypothesis. To conclude the proof, note that if E(U,,(Y)) < U,,(x), then for any
’5 > 0 the function ’SU. still satisfies this inequality. Finally, for fixed x q (, v), the functions
a and b defined by ’5(a it) + (x- a) 7(x- t), 7(b- x) + a(v b) (v x) for
0 < a < < 3‘ < ’5 remain well defined and continuous as long as either 0 < a < < 3‘ < ’5
orO < a < B < 3‘ <’5. The cases 3‘ ’s and a ==3‘areindependent ofaand b
respectively and can be verified directly.t
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B. Consider the iterated limit lira limUo(/). Since v T oo implies b T o0, we can denote this31o
limit by U(t). where , (tt;{; -. 6) ibr # < { nd 0 < < 6. Thus
6(t ,.), < a
6(a ,) + 7(t ), > ,
where a satisfies 6(a- it) "7( 11) In other words, vn (#; ; k-/6 6) for # < a <(-u)
and 6>0.
Properties of UR"
i)U,,n is non-decrea.sing on , sta.r-shal)ed and supported above at each point of (-o, #]
and at no point of (It, cx).
ii) Urn is uniformly continuous on , with IUo(t2) Un(t)l g 6]t2 tl, and
U,,,(t)/(1 + Itl) is bounded on ill
Note that if either of the strict inequalities 0 < 7 < 6 becomes an equality, then Us becomes
concave on .
Lemma 2. Let # < x, Y G q H, and suppose that E(U,,a(Y)) < U,,n(x) for all vn
(#;;7,1), where , are rational, # < , and 0 < 7 < 1. Then, in fact, E(U.(Y))
< U.(x) for all vn (#; x; 7, 6), where 7, 6 are real and 0 < 7 < 6, or equivalently,
7 [1- C(t)]dt <_ 6 G(t)dt
for all real 7,6 with 0 < 7 < 6 and a chosen to satisfy 6(a-#) 7(x-#). Another
fa_ooG(t)dt
equivalent form is f[-a(t)]dt < for # < a < x or even # < a < x.
Proof: For any vn (It; ; 7, 6), where tt < and 0 < 7 < 6, either a direct calculation or
two applications of the dominated convergence theorem to the iterated limit
lira Iim[E(U.(Y)) U()]
10
shows that E(Uo.(Y))- Uv.()= 7 f’[1- G(t)ldt- f2 G(t)dt, where a satisfies 8(a- #)
7(( )- The rest of the argument procds along the lines of the proof of Lemma 1.t
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C. Next, consider the iterated limit
li,n li,n [.(t) U..(u)] lin, lira [U,,(t) 7( -/t) B(v )1.
ado t 1o 1
Since tt -c implies a -, we can denote this limit by U,.(t), where vL (u; ; fl, 7)
for < u and 0 <
Hence
Z(t u), <
/.r,,,_(t) "(t- b), _< _< b
O,t>_b,
wherebsatisfies’,t’(b-)=/3(u-). In other words, vL=(U;;,
-zgl{,_O/3) for < b< u and
/3>0.
Properties of U,,:
i) U,,. is non-decreasing on , star-shaped and supported above at each point of [v, oo)
and at no point of (-oo, v).
ii) U is uniformly continuous on , with IUo,.(t) u,.(ta)l < -rlt tal, and
u,.(t)/(x + Itl) is bounded on .
Note that if either of the strict inequalities 0 </3 < 3’ is allowed to become an equality, then
Ur becomes concave on .
Lemma 3. Let x < u, Y G fi H, and suppose that E(U,,r(Y)) < U,,,.(x) for all
VL (u; ; 1,3’), where , 3’ are rational, < u, and 3’ > 1. Then, in fact, E(U,,. (Y)) < U,. (z)
for all vL (u; x;/3, 3’), where/3, 3" are real and 0 </3 < 3’, or equivalently,
3’ [1 G(t)]dt < 3 G(t)dt
for all real /3,3’ with 0 < ,8 < 3’ and b chosen to satisfy 7(b-z) /3(v-z). An-
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other equivalent form is f:[l-a(t)ldt6-. --< for x < b _< u or even x < b < u.
Proof: For any ’t,t. (u’;/3,7). where < u and 0 < /3 < 7, either a direct cal-
culation or two apl)lications ot" the donfinated convergence theorem to the iterated limit
lim lim {E[Uo(Y)- (r.(u)]- [1,"()- l;,,(u)]} lira lira [E(U)(Y)-7(-1’)] shows that
o10 ul-oo c10 ul-oo
E(U,(Y)) U,.(() 7 f[1-G(t)],Zt /?l J G(t)dt, where b satisfies 3’(b () =/3(u ).
The remainder of the a.rgunent again follows t.le lines of the proof of Lemma 1.t
D. The final limiting form is li,,,rt.t (t) lira lira lira [U(t) 7( It) -/3(u ()]. Since
c,l, a’l,x, a10 ul-oo
3’ T C implies b + , we can denote the limit I)y U,,., (t), where t,tt (It; ;/3) for < u and
0 </3. Thus
(
J /(t- u), >Uo,.,.(t)
O,t>
Properties of Uo,.,."
i) U,, is non-decreasing ot ?R, star-shal)ed and supported above at each point of [u, cx)
and at no point of (-oc, u).
ii) U,., is discontinuous at .f, a.lthouglx left cottinuous there, but continuous on the rest
of . It is still true that Uo,,.(t)/(1 + Itl) is bounded on .
Note that if we allow/3 0, then Uv,, becolnes concave, in fact constant, on .
Lemma 4. Let x < u, Y G e H. and suppose that E(U,,.(Y)) < U,t,.(x) for all
I)LL (u;;1), vhere is rational, < u. Then, in fact, E(U,,,.,.(Y)) < U,,,.,.(x) for all
VLL (u;z; /), where/3 is real and 0 < fl, or equivalently, fl(-z)[1- G(z)] < 3 f_ G(t)dt
for all real/3 > 0. Other equivalent forms are [1 -G(x)] < f*_,a{t)at or ff_o(t- )da(t)
Proof: For any VLL (u;" fl), where < u and 0 <_ , either a direct calculation or an
application of the dominated convergence theorem to lim[S(U,.(Y))- U,.()] shows that
E(Uo,.t(Y))- Uo,.t () fl(u )[1 G(()]-/3f_oo G(t)dt. Ve can now proceed as in the
proof of Lemma 1, except that we nmst apl)roximate x by rational > x, since G is only
right continuous at x and, for VLL (u; ; 1), U.,.,. () U,.,. (x) x for > x.!
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3.Characterization of Distributions \Vhicl are No More Desirable than Certainty
Let C’ be a nou-etnpty closed l)roper sttbset of . Define Sc to be the class of all non-
decreasing functims on .R wlich arC. star-shaped and supported above at every point of C.
Proposition 1. Let )’" G II and a’ . Then the following conditions are necessary and
sufficient that E(U(}’)) < U(x) for all U
i) IfxC: E(Y)<x
ii) If z (It. u) which is a bounded component of C (the complement of C):
3’ [1 G(t)]dt +, [1 G(t)]dt < G(t)dt + G(t)dt
for all real ta, 13, 7, i with 0 < a </ < 7 < b, where a and b satisfy
(. t,) + .(..-.) "(x-
3(b-.r)%-cCu-b) tic-x).
iii) If x ( (it, c) which is the component of C unbounded above:
f[1 G(t)]dt
< f2 G(t)dt
a’--# a--it
for It < a < .r.
iv) If x q (-cx, u) which is the conponent of C unbounded below:
E(Y) _< x and [1- G(x)] _< Eoo G(t)dt
Proof: We begin with necessity. Since every non-decreasing concave function on belongs to
So, E(U(Y)) < U(x) for all U Sc certainly implies E(Y) < x. Note that this condition
is implicit in cases ii) and iii), taking a i 3’ > 0 and a x respectively, if
v (It; u; x; ,/3,-’/, 6), where x (it, u) and 0 < ( < /3 < 7 < i, then the function U,
being non-decreasing, star-shaped and supported above at every point of (-cx, It] U [t,, cx),
certainly belongs to So. Since the condition of ii) is equivalent to E(U,,(Y)) < U(z) for
such a v, it must be necessary. Similarly, if va (it; x; 3’,6), where It < x and 0 <
then Uo, being non-decreasing, star-shaped and supported above at each point of (-c, It],
belongs to Sc. But the condition of iii) is equivalent to E(U,,a(Y)) < U,,a(x) for all such
vt, and hence must be necessary. Finally, let t,tL (u; x; fl), where x < u and 0 </3. Then
U,,,.,., being non-decreasitg, star-shaped and supported above at all points of It,, cx)), belongs
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to So.. Since the condition of iv) is equivalent to E(Y) < x and E(UvLL(Y)) ULL(’)s it
also must be nc,c’essarv.
For suIficicncy in case i). we actually prove a slightly stronger result. Suppose E(Y)
, z for so., # c. The., lettig p- E(Y) 0, we have E(U(Y)) E(U(Y +))
U() U(x) for every qc, sice such a U is non-decreeing on and supported
aboveat It=E(Y+).
For cruse ii), suppose .r (tt, ) attd l] So. Let a be the slope of a support line for
t.,--v0,} and be the slope of a support line for U
at (l,U(p)). Thc 0 o , since U is non-decreeing on and star-shaped
and supported above at both It and , and, hence, letting (,; ; a,, V,6), we have
U(1) U(p) U.(1) for all ? will equality for ,, and . Bu he condition of ce
ii) is equivalent to E(Ir,())) l;,(.r) and, consequently, E(U(Y)) U() + E(U)(Y))
In case iii), suppose .r (#) ad Ir So. Let V _
support line [or / at (p, U(p)). Then 0 V 6, since U is non-decreeing on nd sar-
shaped and supported above at l, and if we let v (/; z;, V, ) we have U(t)-U() Ua(t)
for all with equality at it and x. Sin he condition of ce iii) if equivalent
E(U(Y)) Us(.r), we have E(U(Y)) U(l) + E(Ua(Y)) U() + Ua(z) U(z).
Finally, for ce iv), suppose x (-) and U So. Le = be the slope of a support
line for U at (v,U()) and v-v(. Then 0 < = < , since U is non-decreeing on
and star-shaped and supported above at . Let (;;- a) and observe that
U(t) U(o) U() + o( v) for all with equality [or z and . But the condition
of i) i quiot to (Y)
-
.d (V()) V(). Therefore, h
Corollaly: Let Y G H and x= E(Y). Then the following conditions are nessary and
sucient that E(U(Y)) U(z) for all
i) if z C" the inequality holds for all such Y and U.
ii) If z (l, ), a bounded component of
such that <axb<.
a) (=-")- f. G’(t)dt < G(t)dt f[1 G(t)ldt(_.)(._) (._)f., + (_.)
b) (=-")-) f?[ ()ld < I[ V()]d(_.)(_ (_)1 ()d + (._.)
c) (=-,)(-b) (=-.)(-b)(_) I:, ()d + (_. f; [- ()]d
< (-),-" 1, ()d + ("-")(-")f[- ()]d(_)
d) =-")(- e()d + -")(- f:[ -C()]d(-x) (-.)
{-)(-=) -,)(-,)< (_ f:, ()d + f[- ()]d.(=._,)
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iii) If a’E (tl. c), t.lc coJl)()w! o1" (’ utl)outded abo: any of the following
a) f2. c;It,;, o-i,’r,.asig o (1’, .r]
b)G(.’- < 12
11
c) Either P(Y= .r)= or E(Y[]’" < .c) < it.
iv) If x (-cx, t/), the (’Olnl)Om,t of (" unbounded below: any of the following
a non-decreasing on [a’, u)
b) 1-G(x)
c) Either P()’= a’) or E(VI)" < x) u.
Proof: i) If E(Y) x C, the necessary and sufficient condition of Proposition is satisfied.
ii) If E(Y) x (it. u), then
[1 G(t)]dt x- b+ G(t)dt
G(t)dt + G(t)dt [1 G(t)ldt,
so the necessary and sulliciett codition of Proposition becomes
(7-a) [1-a(t)]dt <(6-ta) a(t)dt+(fl-a) G(t)dt
forO c fl
’
where a and b stisfy
-
andcase there is a one-one correspondence between _,
where p < a _< x _< b < v, on the other hand. In fact, the solutions are
# ( #)(b )
.(
, ( )( )
-
c (a ,)(u x) + (x a)(u b) 6 a (a p)(u x) + (x a)( b)"
Substituting these expressions into the last form of the inequality gives
(a p)(u b) C(t)dt <_ (x l,)(u b) C(t)dt + (a p))(u x) [1 a(t)]dt,
which is equivalent to a) above. The other forms follow fi’om a) by simple manipulations
and the relation Eoo a(t)dt f[1 G(t)]dt.
iii) If E(Y) x (p,c), the condition of Proposition bemes
for a (p,x]. But the function fG(t)dt
-u
s continuous on (p, x] with a left-hand derivative
(u-)G(u-)-fG(t)dt f(t-)dG(t) Sin
-
)dG(t) is non-decreeingthere given by (_) (,_,)
on (p, x] we see that f G(t)dt
-.
Is non-incrcing on (p,x] (which implies the condition of
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Proposition 1) if atd only if its lcl’t-ha,d dc.’ivative’ is non-positive at x (which is implied
by the condition of l’roposition 1). That is, if and only if (x p)G(x-) < .[_, G(t)dt or,
equivalently, E,(t- t,)dG(t) < O, i.e. either P(Y x) or E(YIY < x) < I’. Hence,
conditions a), b) and c) are ClUivaic.t to eacl other and to the condition of Proposition 1.
iv) If E(Y) x E (-oo, u), the co.ditio.a of Proposition becomes
-G(x) <
which is our conditiou b) for this case. The function .ft-atl,, is continuous on [x,u) and
has a right-haud derivative there giw,n by
-(v u)[1 G(u)] + J,7[1 G(t)]dt
Since f(,(t u)dG(t) is non-decreasing on [x,u), we see that Lo’t-a(tJ]at is non-decreasing
on [x, u) if and o,lv if its riglt-hand derivative is non-negative at x. That is, if and only
if f[1 G(t)]dt > (u -x)[l (,’(x)] or, equivalently, f(t ,)dG(t) >_ O, i.e. either
P(Y= x)= or E()"I" > x) _> ..
Comments and Supplements:
A. If Y G 5 fl and a" (5 I, where I is an ol)en proper subinterval of , then the proof of
Proposition shows that E(U(Y)) < U(x) for all U
_
Sot if and only if E(U(Y)) <_ U(x)
for all U St,. For if C c_9I then I is one of the components of C and the necessary and
sufficient conditions of Proposition are equivalent to E(U(Y)) <_ U(x) for certain functions
U6Sto.
B. Conversely, the fact that Sc C S{,,) for every r/ 6 C gives sufficient conditions on
Y G 6 II and a" 6 . to satisfy E(U(Y)) < U(x) for all U 6 Sc, namely the condi-
tions necessary and sufficient for S{,0. For example:
1. It is sufficient that for some 1 6 C, with/ < x, condition iii) of Proposition is
satisfied; that is f:tl-G(t)]dt < f_ooG(t)dt for < a < x.
2. Similarly, it is sufficient that for some u C, with x < , condition iv) of Proposition
is satisfied; that is E(Y) < x and [1 G(x)] _< Ec*v(*)a’.
3. In particular, if x (, u) which is a bounded component of C, then either of these
two conditions is sufficient.
4. In case E(Y) x, the corresponding versions of these sufficient conditions can be
written as in Landsberger and Meilijson [1]: Let J {x} if P(Y x) 1, otherwise
let J be the interval [E(YIY < a’).E(YIY > x)]. Then E(U(Y)) <_ U(x) for all U Sc
provided that J: gl C .
C. However, if x (#, ) which is a bounded component of C, there are situations in which
these sufficient conditions are necessary as well.
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l. If P(Y < p) 0. conditio,l ix’) is ,eccs.sary.
Proof: Starting witl il,e ,wcessary ad sufficient condition ii) of Proposition and as-
suming G(t) 0 lbr t’, we let, T
’
whiclt implies a and gives
[ 6’(t)],t + [l O’(t)ldt <
where 0 < a, </4 <
"
atd b satisfies .(b- x) + a(v- b) =/3(v ac). Next, let a + 0 so that
for 0 _< 3 _< 3’ witl -(b-.r) 3(v- ,,’)
, [ 6’(t)], _</ a(t)gt.
Finally, if we let 3 Too, which implies b , x, we get
[1 -G(x)] < Koo G(t)dt
Since E(Y) < z was ah’eady necessary t’l’Ona condition ii), we see that condition iv) is also
necessary in this situation. Note also that if E(Y) z as well as P(Y < t) 0, the
corresponding version of condition ix’) Mlows directly from version b) of condition ii) in the
corollary to Proposition 1, after dividing by a tt and letting a .1. tt.t
2. If E(Y) a’ and P(Y > v) 0, condition iii) is necessary.
Proof: Again start with version b) of condition ii) in the corollary to Proposition 1, but
this time divide by v b and then let b T v.
3. Combining the last two remarks, we see that if E(Y) z and P(t < Y < v) 1,
then for x if: (It, v) we have E(U(Y)) < U(x) for all U
_
Sc if and only if P(Y x) 1.
Proof: If E(Y) x q (t,u) with both condition iii) and condition iv) holding, the only
possibility is P(Y= x)= 1.
D. To show we cannot go beyond the above situations with respect to necessity of conditions
iii) and iv), we conclude with two examples.
1. There exists a 1" G ( H and an interval (t, u) with E(Y) x (!, u) such that G
satisfies condition ii) but does not satisfy either condition iii) or condition iv).
Proof: For convenience, we take
-it u > 0 z" and let Y be uniformly dis-
tributed on [-L,L], where L fi (u, 2u). For such an L, we see that on the one hand
LP(Y < t) > 0 and P(Y > u) > 0 while on the other hand E(YIY < 0)
-
> -u and
LE(YIY > 0) 7 < u, so that neither condition iii) nor condition iv) is satisfied. Because of
all the symmetry in this example, version d) of condition ii) in the corollary to Proposition
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reduces to
(a + v) (;(t),lt < (v- a) G(t)dt
for -v < a < 0. Sice G is the uniform distribution on f-L, L], we get
fo f_. L(a + v)h(a) (a + v) G’(t),!! (,, ,,) G(t)dt 4 u(a + L)
-L(4,,-LJ SinceThe maximum value of this quadratic function of a occurs at the point a0 4,,
L (5 (v, 2v) we see tltat ao (5 (-v.-v) C (-v, 0). The maximum value
h(ao)
--[(Lt’ -Iv)2 Sv]. ’I’hts h(oo) < 0 as long as L (5 (v, 2v) is sufficiently close
to 2v, namely 2v- L < +--v. Cotseqttently, lot" any such value of L, G satisfies condition
if).
2. There exists a Y G (5 H and an interval (#,v) with # < E(Y) < x < u such that
P(Y >_ v) 0 and G satisfies condition if) but does not satisfy condition iii) or iv).
Proof: Again we let
-# v > 0 x, but this time let Y be uniformly distributed on
[-L,v], where i (5 (v, 2v). For such a L we see that on the one hand, P(Y _> v) 0
and E(Y) e_ (5 (_,0) C (-v,0). On the other hand, we see that for such a uniform
distribution condition iv) is certainly not satisfied for L (5 (v,,v) since
[1 -G(0)]- J-’’G(t)dt v L 2v2- L
v-0 v+L "2v(v+L) =2v(v+L) >0"
Turning to condition iii) ve require
fo f,, u [u(a + u) -(a + L)2] < 0h(a)=(a+v) [1-G(t)]dt-u .G(t)dt= 2(u+L)
for -v < a < 0. In this case we find that the nmximum value of for -v < a < 0 occurs
atao -(2v-L)(5(-v,O)forL(5(v,’v)atdthisvalueisgivenby- ).o+ ()(5v- 4L).
Therefore the maximum is positive and hence condition iii) is not satisfied if L . (v, iv).
Finally, writing condition if) in the form (v b)h(a) (a + v)k(b) for -v a 0 b v,
(-) (L v), we claim it will be satisfiedwhere k(b) A[1-G(t)ldt +b[0- E(Y)] 2(y+L) +
for LE (u, isu) which are sufficiently close to .s To s this, we find that the minimum
u) C (0,)if L (u,u).value of -b for 0 < b < u occurs at bo
-
-yz (0, i
This minimum is given by
-<
y(5- 4L) 4L y [2v- L ], or equivalently (2y- L) 2yL y and such
inualities clearly hold tbr L (v, 7v) which are close enough to i.
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4.Orderings of Distributio.s witli R’spe<’t, t,o Star-shaped Functions
Let Sc denote 1]<. t’ulctios wli<’l t’e to-<lecreasing on R, star-shaped and supported
above at each poil, ot" (;, a .<>.-ept,y closed proper subset of R. Let 6c C Sc consist
of the identity functio l(t) an<! the t’ollowi.g additional functions. For any bounded
component of C’, say (t. ’), includt, the class of all Uo for v (/, u; ; c,/3, 7, 1), where
,c,,7 are rational, E (it, t/), and 0 < </3 < 3’ < 1. If C has a component unbounded
above, say (u, o), include the class of all //’, for va (/; ; 7, 1), where , 7 are rational,
/z < , and 0 < 7 < 1. If C has a cotl)Oent unbounded below, say (-o, u), include the
class of all Uo,. for t’t: (t+; ; l,^t), wlerc ,’ are rational, < u, and < 7. Note that
since C has at n<>st a Ollt|lable number of co.qonents, ’c is countable. Furthermore, each
U ’c is continuot,s al,(1 has the 1)rol)crty tlat U(t)/(1 + Itl) is bounded on R.
If )" G’ a(I X F, where G and F belong to 1-I, we say that G is not more desirable
than F with resl)e(’t to ,q’c’, written G <c F. if and only if E(U’(t")) < E(U(X)) for all
U fi So. If a’ R a(! :. is the l)robal)ility distribution concentrated at x, let
Given a Markov kernel T R x/3 :R, where/ is the Borel subsets of R, let G(t)
T(x,(-cx,/]) for (x,t) R and for each x R let T, be a random variable with
distribution function G. Then 7’ will be called an So-dilation if and only if G E II for all
z , i.e. G has a finite first moment and E(U(T)) < U(x) for every x E R and U
_
So.
Theorem 1: For a Markov kernel T, with G_, E 1I for all z E R, the following are equivalent:
a) T is an So-dilation
b) For each .z E R, G. satisfies the appropriate condition of Proposition 1.
c) E(U(T.)) <_ U(.r) for every x E and (_t
Proof: Since ..c C So, we immediately have a) = c). If we assume c) then, since the identity
function belongs to 6c, E(T.) < z for all x E . Consequently, for each z R G. satisfies
the appropriate condition of Proposition because of Lemmas 1, 2, and 4, after observing
that the hypotheses of Lemma 3 imply (by letting 7 T o) those of Lemma 4. Finally, if b)
holds then the sufficiency half of Proposition gives a).
In order to proceed, we need to make use of a version of a theorem from Strassen’s [2]
important 1965 paper, a flndamental work with many interesting applications. First the
terminology: Let ,(z) /la’l for . and .’(,t) 9()/9(t) for (re, t) R. Let C(R)
be the set of all conti.uous functions t, defined on such that v/6 is bounded. Similarly,
let C,() be the set ot" all continuous functions o., defined on such that w/b is bounded.
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Then C;,(.)and (’(.-’)are Banacl spaces with ,orms II.ll, up(lv()l/(x) } and
IIw[12 sup{Iw(.r.t)]/d.,(x,t): (.r,i) E .2}. l,etting l-li, i= 1,2, be the natural projections
from 2 onto , i[ turlm out that v E (’",(} if and only if u o H 5 Ca,(R2). To see this,
note that it" v e 0’;.{R), then ]v(.r)] _< ]]vl],/’,(.r _< ]lvl]&{x,t) for all (x,t) . R, so that
v o lI e C(22} and ]], o l-l, II _< I[vll. Conversely, if v o II e C(R2), then
for all x , so that v Ce.() and I1,,11 _< 211, o nill. Thus, in fact, the norms of v in
C,() and vo II, in C() are equivalent. Now let II be the set of all probability measures
P on the Borel sets of such that f&dP < , i.e. f(Izl + Itl)P(ddt) < , equipped
with the topology T generated by the functionals P f wdP for w Ca,() (in other
words, the relativized weak-* topology when 1] is considered as a subset of the dual space
of C()). Note that if P II then the tnarginals P, P o II E II, the Borel probability
distributions on with finite first momct.
Strassen’s Theorem 7. Let A be a non-empty, T-closed, convex subset of II and let F and
G belong to II. Then a necessary and sutlqcient condition for the existence of a probability
measure P in A with marginMs F and G, i.e. with F P, P o II"* and G P P oH,
is that f v(x)F(dx) + f u(t)G(dt) < sup{fly(x)+ u(t)]Q(dxdt) Q A} for all v and u in
c().
We can now combine Strassen’s Theorem with our Theorem to yield the next result.
Theorem 2: For probability distributions F and G in H, the following are equivalent:
a) G <c F
b) There exists an So-dilation T with TF G (i.e. f T(x,A)F(dx) G(A) for all
Ae)
c) On some probability space there are random variables X F and Y G such that
for every U . So, E(U(Y)IX) <_ U(X) holds ahnost surely.
Proof: Since b) =,, c) and c) = a) are clear, it suffices to show a) = b). So assume G _<c F
and define A {Q e II" flU(t)- U(x)]v(a’)Q(dxdt) < 0 for all U c and all bounded,
continuous, v > 0}. We claim that A is precisely the set of probability measures Q for which
there exits a regular condition distribution (Markov kernel) T, related to the marginals of Q
by TQa Q, which is an So-dilation. These measures certainly belong to A since
flu(t)- U(. )lv(z)Q(da’dt) =/{flu(,)- <_ o
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for all U E o and bounded, codiuous, non-negative v. Conversely, if Q E A, with
margina.ls Q and Q. a,d 7" is any regttlar conditional distribution with T’Q Q, then
f ItlG’(dt) < c, Qt almost surely.
almost surely on the set where G’. has tinit’ tirst moment. Since ,c is countable, there is
a Q null set N sucl, that for .’ .\’ we I,avc f ItlG’(dt < 00 and f U(t)G’(dt) < U(z)
for all U 5c. Consequently, if we define T(x,A) T’(z,A) for z N and A B, with
T(z, A) Ia(z) for x N and A E/3, we see that T is an Sc-dilation (by Theorem 1) and
TQ =O.
Clearly, A is non-empty and convex. Moreover, if U e then U is continuous with
U(t)/(1 + Itl) bounded on . Thus if we let w(x,t) [U(t) U(x)]v(x) for U c and
v bounded, continuous, and non-negative, then w C,(R). In other words, A is also a
"T-closed subset of II. By Strassen’s Theorem, it remains to prove that for v and u in C()
we have f vdF + f udG <_ sup(f[v(x)+ ,(t)]Q(da’dt) Q c= i}.
Given u E 0’(), let A, (U S(." U >_ u}. IfA q), let u0- +o. Otherwise,
let uo(t) inf(U(t) U A,} for each R. In any case, u0 _> u. We claim that if
A,, q), then u0 S:. To show u0 is non-decreasing, let t < t. Then for every U A,,,
Uo(t) <_ U(t) <_ U(t), so that uo(t) <_ uo(t). To show u0 is supported above at any
point / E C, let t < i < t with o (0,1) chosen so that tt +(1-c,)t /. Then
for every U
_
A,,, a’uo(t) + (1 a’)tto(t2) < aU(t) + (1 a)U(t2) _< U(bt), so that
aUo(t) + (1 a)Uo(t2) < Uo(#). Finally, to show u0 is star-shaped at any point tt C, let
#/t and a (0, 1). Then for every U A,, auo(t) + (1 ot)uo(bt) < crU(t) + (a cr)U(Iz)
< U(at + (1 a)t,), and hence cruo(t) + (1
Therefore, if v and u belong to C(), we have
since G <c F and either uo ( Sc or u0 +oo. Thus,
f vdF + / uda <_/[v + uoldF <_ sup{v(x)+ Uo(X)’x .}.
So suppose we choose any r < sup{v(x) + u0(x) x }. Strassen’s condition will be
satisfied if we can find a Q A (depending upon r) such that r < f[v(x) + u(t)]Q(azdt). To
find such a Q we need another function which dominates u Co().
Recall that for x E , we defined H {H II H <c }. Therefore, for u C,(R) and
x q , let u(x) sup{f udH: H
_
II}. Since E II, we have u(x) > u(x) for all x q .
Now suppose xa < x2. Since U(xi) < U(x) for every U . So, we see that <c . Since
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the relation _<c is tra.sitive, we have 1-I.,., C l-l..,. But then for any H
and hence ut(zl) < ,t(.ra). Next,, I’t It E C md :r < IL < x with cr 5 (0,1) chosen so
that azt + (1 -a,).r., t’. Since rlr(.r)+ (1 -a)U(a’) U() for all U Sc, we have
ae + (1 a)e. . s,, ad lhus 1-1., + (1 o)H. C Hu. Therefore, if H H, and
H2 112, we so,. tltat o I"d/it + (1- )J udll2 u(It and hence that au(z)
+(1-a)u(a’2) 5 "(t). At tills poitt w,, cat ,,, that if u() < for any point C, then
u(z) < for all a’ , u is ,oi-dwreasig oti ?R, aud u is supported bove at all points
# C. Fi,ally, l,’t (,’, .r # t’. ad , (0,1). Since aU(z)+ (1- a)U(#)
U(az + (1 a)t) for every t; .5’,. wc get ae + (1-a)ev 5c e+(_),. Thus
oH + (1 a)H, C H.+_,),. ’l’l.’r’lre, if H H and K H, we have afUdH
We can now see that if u(lt) + it" so.e/t C, then u(z) + for all z . Thus
we either have u + or u ,5’c. But i tlc second ce, this means A. and hence
u0 6 Sc with ’uz ’u0. In any eve.t, wt, ccrt,ai.ly have u u0.
Now if r< sup{o(.r)+’u0(.r) ." }, t,le, i%r some s e , r < v(a)+uo(Z)
Since the inequality r < t,(.s)+ u(s) is Cltivalett to r-v(s) < u(s), there exists an H
such that r- v(s) < ) udll or, cqtivaletly. ," < v(s) + f udH. Now let Q e, x H. Then
Q 6 A (taking T(,A) H(A) and 7’(a’,A) la(z) for z s, A 6 B, for example) and
fly(z) + u(t)]Q(d.r:lt) t,(.s)+ f’udH.
5.Further Conditio.s Necessary and/or Suificiet that G c F:
If C is a non-empty closed proper subset of R,
"
G and X F, with Gd F in H, then
we would like further characterizations of the relation G c F, i.e. E(U(Y)) E(U(X))
for all U 6 Sc. We begin with a decomposition theorem which reduc the problem to
considering U Sic, where I is a component of C. The bis for this threm is the
following lemma.
Lemma 5. Suppose IV 6 Sc is linear on each component of an open set (possibly empty)
J C . Let I be a component of C such that I J . Then there exists functions U and
V such that U 6 St is linear on each component of ], V 6 Sc is linear on the components
of I U J, and W U + V. Moreover, if I is bounded below with glb I, then the slope
of U on (-,) is U’(/+).
Proof: If I (It, ) is unbounded above" let
i:’(/,) + (t ), S ,
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and
V(t)= 0, t>
II’() II’(i) (I ), <
where 6 |’V’(/ +) is le salle,M Stllorl li’ slope for H" at t.
If I (-oo, u) is lodel lwlow:
and
f
-;()
0,
’() I’(,,) a( ),
v(t)
where a l’V’(u+) is the slilallest SUl)l)Ol’t line slope for W at u.
If I (I=, u) is bounded" let,
v(t)
O, t>u,
W(t)- ll,’(u)- a(t- u), / < < u
v(,) .’(,.) ,( .) + (t ,). < ,
and
II.’(z). >_ u
V(t) IV(u)+a(t-u), # < < u
I.I.(t) I1:(,) + II.(,.) + ,.(t u) 6(t ,). <_ t,
where a W’(v+) and/ IV’(tL+). ’I’lett it is easily checked that, in all cases, W U + V
with U and V having the lrescribed prol)’rties.
Theorem 3. Let U E So. and let {I,I2 be the components of C. Then there exist
functions {U0, U, U such that: U0 is lot-decreasing, concave on , and linear on the
components of C; for each comjonent 1,, of C, U Stg. and is linear on ench component
of ; and U U0 + U.. Moreover, given .’E , the functions U for m can be
>
chosen so that U,,(’) 0 and hence U(.r) U0(.r).
Proo[ From Lemma , with J @, we know that U U + V, where U
]near on each component o[ ], ,’ E ,9c’ and is finear on I. So suppose tha for some
n we have U U. + ,’,, where I_,’,,, E ,S’l,, and is linear on each component of i for
m=l
m 1,2,..., , I’ ’O and is linear ol eacli component of Urn=L.. If U=I C, we
stop. Otherwise, again by Lemnm 5, tltis time wit.h d O=Im, we write V,
where U,+ S.+, and is linear on each cotnponent of -*I,+, V,+ Sc and is linear on
U"+ I. Fixing a , we see that the decomposition U(t) U(f) + V,(t) can be
m+l
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written U()’= -[l/,,(i)-,,(.r)]+[|’;,(t)- |.’;,(.r)+ U(x)], so we assume U U+ V,
where each U(z) 0 and ’;, (.r) (.’).
Now if C h only a finite nunder ot" col)ottents we are finished, since in this ce the
lt V,, being linear on the conll)Ollellls of .c a,d belonging to Sc, is concave on and
hence we define U0 to be this I,. If
’"
Ires a i,finite number of components, we fix z fi
and write U I;,, + I;,, witl all tz,,,(.r) 0 and V,(z) U(z), for every n 1. But
for each a’, the s,’,lUe,lce (,r,,,(I,)o1" l,artial sums of non-negative terms is bounded
above by U(t)- [z(z) and hence the s’qucce (l.’;,(t))is non-increing and bound below
by U(z). Similarly, we see that tbr each < .r, the sequences ( U(t)) and (V,(t)) are
also convergent. Letting Uo(t) litn I,’],(1), we see that U0 is linear on the components of
C and belongs to Sc., so tlat U0 is to.cave o . Thus U U0 + U gives the stated
m>l
demposition.
We now can see tlat the prol)lc o1" claractcrizing Y G and X F with G and
F in H for which G c’ F. i.e. E(tS(l)) 5 E(U(X)) for all U Sc, can be reduc to
the corresponding problems tbr no.-decreasig concave functions on , where the result is
well-known, and, for eaclt componc.t I of ’, the functions in St. which are linear on the
components of . To complete the clmracterization in the ce of bound cbmponents
and the ce of a component unbounded above, we need to expand the special classes of
star-shaped functions considered in s,,ctiott 2.
A. Supposeit < u, 2, and 6 6z
--"
, a a2 ..- a, 0. Choose
the points It a a’ a a’,, 5 a, z so that
5,+(.u’, it) + cr,(u -.r,) t/- tt for 1,2,... ,n
and i(ai It) + a,(u a,) u It for 1,2,...,n.
Letting x0 -oo and x,, +o, we define to be the piecewise-linear, continuous function
with value 0 at It and with slopes 5, on (x,_l,a,) for 1,2,...,n and ai on (a,,xi) for
1,2,...,n. In other words
OCt) ,(t- ,), (,_,,,,1, i= 1,2,...,,,
ai(t t,)+ (t, #), E (a,,zi] 1,2,... ,n.
Properties of :
i) is strictly increasing on , star-shaped a.nd supported above at every point of
(-, ,1 u [,,, oo).
ii) /3" is linear on (-o,/,) a,d on (,,. ).
iii) The case n 2 corresponds to the ftmctions U of section 2.A.
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Lemma 6: If Y G, X F, with (; a,d 1:’ it H, then
E(O(Y)- E([/(X)) a., [G(/)- F(t)]dt ,5i [G(t)- F(t)]dt.
/--I i--I
Proof:
E(/)(Y)) E(f_:(X)) "[c,(t ,) + (,/- )][dG(t) dF(t)]
/=1
+ ,Si(t it)[riG(t) dF(t)] ni(t ,J)[G(t) F(t)]l: a, [G(t) F(t)]dt
/=1 i- i=1 i=1
+(’ t,) [G(t) r(t)ll:: + ,s,(t -/,)[6’(t) F(t)ll,_, 6, [G(t) F(t)ldt
i=1 i=1 i=1
i=1 i=1
since
(z,,- ,,)[G(x,,)- FCx,,)] ,l}:,(t )[G(t)- F(t)l 0,
(Xo tt)[G(xo) F(xo)] ,__(lim p)[G(t) F(t)] O,
for 1,2 ,n 1, and 6i(ai -/t) .q- o’i(t/- ai) =//- for 1,2,... ,n.|
B. If we start with and successively let v T , which implies a., T oo, a 0, and then,
for normMization, divide by 5, we obtain a hmction which is determined for n >_ 2 by
1 5 > i > > 5 > 0 and points/t < a < x < a2 < < a,_ < x,_ such that
i(ai it) tSi+l(X it) is non-decreasing for 1,2,...,n 1. Letting z0 -oo and
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a,, +co, w(. see liat ," is t.l(., I)ieccwi.("-iincar. cotinuous function with value 0 at/ and
with slopes 6i ol (d:i_l,(ti) fOl" 1.’2 tt .1111 0 O11 ((.li, Xi) for 1,2,... ,n- 1. In other
words,
{;(t) 6i(t- p), (xi-,ai], i= 1,2 n
6i(ti- It.), ((l.i,:l;i] 1,2,...,n- 1.
Properties of :
i) is non-decreasing on , star-sla.l,ed a.d supported above at every point of (-co,/].
ii) is linear on (-co, t,).
iii) The case ) "2 cot’respods to t.he l’u,ction Uon of section 2.B.
Lemma 7: If Y G, X F, with (_;’ anti /;’ i, !-I, then
i=1 i-
Proof: We can either use the result of Lenma 6, along with the dominated convergence
theorem, or we can proceed directly. In the latter approach, we see that
E({’()"))- E(L’.V(X)) 6,(a,- 1’) j. [da(t) -dF(t)]
i=1
+ , ,5, J. (t l,)[da(t) -dF(t)] , 6i(a, p)[C(t) F(t)]l:i=1 i=1
+ ,Si(t -/,)[G(t)- F(t)]l"’ 6, [G(t)- F(t)]dtXi--I
i=1 i-1
6, [G(t)- F(t)]dt,
i=1 i-
since (a,, -/)[C(a,,)- F(a,,)] la..(t -/,)[G(t)- F(t)] O, (xo -/=)[C(xo)- F(xo)]
lim (t -/)[a(t) F(t)] 0, and 6i+,(xi -/,) i(ai ) for 2, n_
Theorem 4. Let }" G, X F, wlere C; a.nd F belong to ft. Then G <c F, i.e.
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E(U(Y)) < E(r(X)) for all I; E ,q’(’, il" a,,(l o,tly if all of the following conditions are
satisfied:
i) f G(t)dt > J_,, F(t)dt for ev,.ry .rE :1.
ii) For every I)oun(l(’d cotl)O,,(’n! of (", say (p, v), whenever
n > 2, and -o a’o < tt < a < "|’! __< (/2 --< 5 "Tn-1 --< lln // < Xn (X) satisfy
6,+a(xi It) + o,(v -x,) ,, Co," 1.’2 ,. 1, 6,(a, la) + a(v a,) v tt for
i= 1,2 n, then ,,, "[6,’(t)- F()]dt + 8, [G(t)- F(,)]dt >_ o.
,--1
iii) For the otnpo,ont of C utlotdcd above, say (it, c), whenever
"-fit >_ 2 _> > 5,, >0,
n > 2, and -cxz Xo < tt < a < .rt < a < < x,_x < a,
6,+(x, tt) is non-decrca.sing for 2 n 1, then [G(t)- F(t)]dt > O.
iv) For the conl)omnt of C ulboun(lod below, say (-oo, v),
(t v)dG(t) < (t v)dF(t) for all x < v.
Proof:
If U Sc and H H, then f IU(t)ldlI(t < x if and only if f U(t)dH(t) > -x. Fur-
thermore, in the decomposition of U given by Theorem 3 there is at most one term which
might not have finite expectation with respect to H. If C has a comp.onent unbounded
below, then this term is the U,, corresl)oding to that component. If there is no such com-
ponent, then this term is U0. In any case. even it" C has an infinite number of components,
f UdH f UodH + [ U,,,dll < ,. Consequently, f UdG < f UdF for every
m>
U S= if and only if f U,,dG < f U,,,dF for all l; m O, 1,2,... of the type appearing in
the decomposition. We claim that condition,s i) through iv) collectively are both necessary
and sufficient for all such inequalities to be a/isficd.
Ifwedefine, foreachx ,the,,ol,-dect’(’asingcolcavefunctionU(t)= { O,t>xt-x’
then condition i)is equivalent to E(U(Y)) < E(U.(X)) for every z . But this is the well-
known necessary and sufficie,t condition that E(U(Y)) < E(U(X)) for all non-decreasing
concave functions U on ..
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Condition ii) is corlaitly tcccssar.v, sico it is equivalent, 1)3, Lemma 6, to the statement
that for every [ ., C ,q’.. w,, I,ax’,. 1(17(!’)) E((X)). We next show that this
condition is suciod, tbr E(l(’)) 5 E(/’(X)) wlctever U S{.,., U is linear on (-,#)
and (v,) and tlw slope ,t" I,’ on (-, t) is ’(it +) We can assume that V(l-U(.) > 0
for othcrvise U(I) l’(t) lbr all . l’br oacim ’m 1, we define a follows. Start
ith the point .r. /+(v-/), k I,
-
I. Next, let 6,
v)-v,,.) for k 2, 2uo. )-ut, tbr t" " "’" 1. o.,,+.m ( -,) (v-.=)&
U’(,+) Observe that
and 6,+l,,,,(xk,m 1’) + t..,,( v -.rk.... vl,,l-ul,,) 2ao v for k 1,2,..., 1. Therefore,
these parameters defi,,e a function (,,, wl,ich is readily sn to satisfy O(t)+U(v) U(t)
for every with equality at the poits .c. k 1,2 ,2
-
1, and on (-, V]O[v, ).
Morver, since U is cot.inuous, we see that ,n T ,0O(t) + U() O(t) uniformly on
. Since we assume that f :,,dG J" I",,,dl" Ibr ,z 1,2,3,..., we get f UdG f UdF
required.
Condition iii) is also necessary, since it is eqttivalent, by Lemma 7, to the statement that
for every S.,,) C Sc, we have E(:(Y)) 5 E(:(X)). We now show that the condition
is sucient for E(U(Y)) 5 E(U(X)) whenever U S(,),, U is linear on (-,p), and
the slope 80 of U on (-,tt) equals U’(tt+). We can sume that 80 > 0, since otherwise
u(t) v(,) fo,. :. to,- ,.ch , , ,,- ,tnne . = foow. Lt ,. V + fo
k 1,2 m2"- 1. Then let gt .... and, for k 1,2 m2=- 1, let
8+1, v(,=)-v()(.=_v)s0 Observe that bi >_ 62.m >_ _> ,= 0 and 6+,=(x,=- #)
is non-decreasing as k 1,2 2.... l. Theretbre, these parameters define a function
which satisfies go[?(t) + :(tt) l(t) tbr every C with equality at the points z,=,
k 1,2,..., m2 1. and on (-. tt]. Fttrtherniore, since U is continuous, we s that
m T , o(t) + U (tt) U(t) poinl.wis,, ott (actually uniformly on subsets of which are
bounded above). Since we sume that f ;,,,dG fdF for m 1, 2, 3,..., we s that
f UdG f UdF needed.
Finally, condition iv) is necessary, since it is equivalent, by an ey calculation, to
E(UrL(Y)) E(U,,L(X)) for all t’Lt. (v;.r;1), where x < v, and these functions be-
long to S(....), C S. We conclude by sltowing that this condition, along with condition
i), is sucient for E(U(Y)) E(U(X)) whenever U S{_,),, U is linear on (v,), and
fUdG > -. We write U(t) U(v) .5’(t)(t v), where S is non-negative and non-
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increasing on R will ,’,’(/) I’(t,+) tb,’ all E (v,o). For z E , define /(x)
Eoo(t-v)[dG’(t)-dl"(t)]. ’FI,,, col,ditio., i)tells us that/2/(cx) E(Y)-E(X) < 0 and
condition iv) is equival,,tlt to /’t(x) < 0 for ." < t. Since/’I is continuous at t,, we actually
have B(t,) < 0 as w,,ll. Now il" .,’< ,,, tl,,. ,’,’(x)J,_,(t,- t)dG(t) < Eo S(t)(t,- t)dG(t)
Eo[/z()- U(t)]d(;(t) 0 ,as .," -c...itl,’,, ldG > -. But then for
0 <_ .’(.’) (, -/),1I"(/) < ,q’(x) (t, t)dG(t).
In particular, we
"
tla! li ,_q’(.r)l)(x) 0. (’,osequently,
,g’(l)(/-,,)[dG(t)-dF(t)]
.g’(+cc)fl(+o)- Eo [l(t)dS(t)
I"(,,+)[E(})- E(X)]-E [-I(t)dS(t)
<0.
since U’(u+) > 0, E(I") < E(X), /’/(t.) _< 0 for all < u, and S is non-increasing on .
Comments and Supplements:
A. For Y G, X /:’, with G 1 1:’ i, 1-1. let G < F denote first order stochastic
dominance, i.e. (_;(x) > F(x) for all x G ’. 1 G < F denote second order stochastic
dominance, i.e. f_,, (_;(!)d! >_ j,, 1;’(!)all 1o’ !i x G . Then, because of characterizations
of these orderings in er,s of E(II(V)) < E(I,"(X)) fox" all U belonging to successively more
restricted classes of functions on , we see that for any non-empty closed proper subset C of
R, G < F =. G <c F =, G <: F. l:urtherore, neither of these implications is reversible,
even if the distributions have equal ,wans, as can be seen by Proposition and its corollary
for the simple case when F e.
B. For Y,--, G, X 1;’, with G and F i. 11, define as in Landsberger and Meilijson [3], for
any/t 6 , G
-<u F to mean f(l- tt)dG’(t) < f_oo(t- tt)dF(t) for every z 5 . We claim
that if t C and G _<,, F, then G <_c’ F.
Proof: As in the prool’ of Thcorcn q. w(. as.sttc U E Sc with f UdG > -c and write
f UdG- rUdE f[/t(t)- U(lt)][d(,’(t)- dl:’(l)] f S(t)d[-I(t), where S(t)is non-negative
and non-increasing o. , [l(x) J’__’,(t- t,)[,lG(t)- dF(t)]. Under the assumptions
fuaG >
-
a,d f](..) <_ 0 fo,..,. < ,, ,,...,o,,.a that lim S(x)/S/(z) 0. Therefore,
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:UdG- fl:dF .’:,’(+cc.)[II+c)- /’_.. [I(),I.’:,’(1) < O, since/’l(z) < 0 for all x 6 if
G
-<u F, so that /)(+:x:) E())- I:’(.V) _< 0 as well, and 0 _< S(+o) < oo.
C. If C {p} algol E()’) E(X). I!(’, (; _<,, 1;’ is also a necessary condition for G <c F,
see Landsberger a! .’Xl,,ilijso [3].
P,.oof: Since we klow that [l(.r) /_’,:(/-/,)[dG’(t)-dF(t)] < 0 for x < it, and thus for
x It as well, is lc.c(,ssary, ev(q if/’.’(V) < I’:(X), we need only to show that this inequality
must also hold for a" > p wl(. (; <. I: ,d E(") E(X). So assume It < x and consider
Ur S(u.:.), C S., for ’t (p" !/: g.. !) wiwre 0 < 7 < and 7(Y- It) (x- it) so that
It < x < y. No,,. E(I:,,,(V))- t..’(l",.,(.V)) -J’__..[G(t)- F(t)]dt- 7f[G(t) F(t)]dt.
Hence if E(t:..())) <_ li’(/;,,;(.\)) a(! l:’(1)= E(X), we get
-3’ [G(t)- F(t)]dt
-
[G(/)- l.’(l)]dt < [G(t)- F(t)]dt or, equivalently,
, [G(t)- F(t)]dt < (1 --) [a(t)- F(t)]dt.
Since 7(Y- t) (.v-it), we have !’[(’;(t)-Flt)]dt < f[G(t)-F(t)]dt/-. x- Letting y x gives
[G(x)- F(x)] < f.x,[altl-F(t)ldt and t.lis is e(luivalent to [l(x) < O.
D. If C {it}, but E(Y) < E(X), tl,en O <,, F cannot be a necessary condition for G <c F.
Proof: Let G s, F , where tt < a < b. Then G < F,’so that G <c F, but for
a _< x < b we have ff(t It)dG(t) a- , > 0 f_o(t- it)dF(t).
E. If E(Y) E(X) but C contains at, least. "2 points, say it < v, then neither G <, F nor
G < F can be a necessary conditio for G’ <c F.
Proof: First suppose that (p,u) ix a conponent of C. For convenience, we take
it -v < 0 and, as in example 3.D.I, we let G be the uniform distribution on [-L, L] where
0<2v-L < +---v. If we let F 0, thcn G <c F. However,
-,t- it)[dG(t) dF(t)] (0 + ,,)[(;(0)]- G(t)at > 0 and, similarly,
F . L(t u)[dG(t) dF(t)] (0 u)[G(O) 1] G(t)dt 2 4 > O.
If (it, u) is not a component of C, then tlwrc must be a point r/fi (it, u) such that r/fi C.
Again, assuming for convenience that it -u < O, the condition r/ (it, u) is equivalent to
[r/[ < u. Now let G’ be the uniform distributio,, on [I-L, I+L], where
--Il
and let F ,. Since q C and G las neat ’q, the corollary to Proposition shows that
LG <c F. But E-(t- t)[dG(t)- dF(t)] (, + ,)[G(r/)]- f-"o G(t)dt 7 > 0 and,
Lsimilarly, f_’(t u)[dG(t) dF(t)] (q- ,,)[G’(q)- 1]- f-’oo G(t)dt
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F. Finally, supl)os, we l,av, a t’tt,(’li)l I’ l(’[ile on R such that for every Y
X F H, witl (; . 1", I’:(I’(Y)) E(/’(X)). Then the question arises: Does U
necessarily belog to .g’(.? ’!1 asw,r i
Proof: Since G 1" tllic tb (; . /" x’ lake (; and F when y < x to see
that U(x) U(y), i.e. I; is ot-det’reasig o ’. If i C, we let x < < y with a (0, 1)
chosen so tlmt o.r+(l -)y t. (; ,.+(1-o)e, and F u. Then G c F
by Proposition (or ils corollary) si’" (; a! F both hve expectation . Therefore,
aU(x) + (1 -o)U(!I) 5 I’(tt) atd ie,,, I is suplorted above at t. Finally, suppose E C
x0 t*, and a E (0, 1). l’t. G o + (1 a,), and F e, where
We thus have two cases,
.r0 < .i" < p and p < 5’ < x0, and show in each ce that G c F
because the sucie,t (ariel necessary tbr C {t since G and F have the same expectation)
condition G 0 F is satisfied. It" .to < .r < p. w, get
f (/-/,)[de;(/)- ,//,’(/)]
O, X < XO
:i’-t Xo < X < 5C
O,
and if tt < < xo,
"
(t t,)[d(;(t) -dl:’(t)]
O, x < 5c
Thus, in either case, a/;(.r) +(1 -o)1;(/,) < (r(c,x+ (1 a)/) which shows U is star-shaped
at it.l
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